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¿Qué es la Internet industrial de las cosas (IIoT)?
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IIoT platform provider

An IIoT platform provider is a business whose purpose is to run an IIoT platform. An IIoT
platform is a technical system that has the following capabilities:

 It collects information about the use of (physical) things 
(sometimes called assets) that are installed, used and 
operated in a wide range of different contexts and can make 
this information available for further processing.

 Users can create IIoT applications.

 It can analyse information that has been collected and use 
this information to provide data-driven services



Value network

IIoT platform provider

The use of IIoT platforms is usually based
on the value network shown below.
Manufacturers not only want to sell a
product to the user, they also want to
collect information about the use of the
product across its entire lifecycle so they
can tap into additional sources of revenue
by offering data-driven services and also
obtain feedback on how to improve their
product. IIoT platforms help with the
technical implementation



Calvatis

Ejemplo

Calvatis, one of the leading Detergent
Suppliers in the world, was asked by one of
its large customers in the Food & Beverage
industry to supply dispensing units and the
cleaning detergents for its washing lines, with
a central monitoring and control system.

10 percent reduction in downtime
6 percent reduction in the use of cleaning fluid.



Value proposition New revenue model

 Automation Manufacturer is the IIoT platform
provider. AM provides a new value proposition and a
new revenue model for its client base orchestrating
manufacturers and users of the product in a value
network.

 The cleaning agent supplier also continues to target
the same customer. However, by offering data-
driven services, it creates a new value proposition
and a new revenue model and includes a new
partner – the IIoT platform provider – in the value
network.

 For the meat-processing company, the only thing
that changes through the inclusion of an IIoT service
provider is the value network



Value network for the practical example: IIoT platform for 
optimising the use of cleaning agent



Value adding services in operation

 The term value adding in operation looks at a business model from the perspective of the
customer.

 A manufacturer sells a product (generating one-off revenue for the manufacturer) to a third
party (who becomes the owner of the product).

 The owner allows another company (service provider) to generate value through this
product.

 The service provider ensures that the end customer (user of the product) can use the
product at all times.

 The end customer’s main benefit is that he can outsource activities that aren’t part of his
core business



IIoT

Example

Tire as a Service

A tire manufacturer sells tires to a service provider, who
leases these to a fleet operator. In contrast to practical
example 2, the company who is the owner also serves as
the service provider. The service provider ensures that the
fleet operator (user) is provided with fully functional tires as a
service and with extensive tire management services.

The owner and service provider coordinate the procurement
and installation of the tires and monitors their condition.

The owner and service provider use a maintenance network
to provide maintenance services. The network allows the
installation of tires from several different manufacturers. The
work is commissioned directly by the owner and service
provider who monitors the condition of the tires remotely
using an IoT platform. The data on the cloud-based IoT
platform is analysed by the owner and service provider and
is used for invoicing and for coordinating service provision.

Manufacturer Service Provider Fleet Operator



Tire as a service



Tire as a Service

Changes in the business models

 The user (fleet operator) is integrated into a
new value chain. Instead of buying the actual
tires for the fleet, the fleet operator acquires a
value proposition promising fully functional
tires.

 The owner and service provider positions itself
as a new player in the market and includes
additional companies in a value chain he
coordinates.

 The service provider becomes the
manufacturer’s main customer.

 The service provider commissions all
workshop services, which are provided via
the maintenance network.

 The IIoT hardware integrator and the IIoT
solution provider allow data about the use
of the tires to be exchanged between the
user and the service provider.



Tire as a Service
 Value proposition: The owner and service

provider provide the user with added value
in use by providing it with a wide range of
tire management services.

 Value chain: The owner and service
provider position itself as a new player in
the market and creates a new value
network for companies that are already
active in this market. He orchestrates both
the physical activities and the data flow.

 Revenue mechanism: The owner and
service provider charges the user a fee that
is based on the actual use of the service.
The revenue generated from this is used to
pay the other player in the value network.

Summary



IIoT

Equipment as a Service

Equipment as a Service

The equipment manufacturer sells the product to a finance
company (owner) who leases the equipment to the producer,
charging a fee. In order to ensure that the service is used and
priced in line with the terms of the contract, and that the
equipment is properly maintained and repaired, the equipment is
linked up to an IoT platform.

The service provider is responsible for carrying out maintenance
and repair work and for providing spare parts. The finance
company can access the data that is stored on the IoT platform
remotely, which allows it to better assess the extent to which the
equipment is being used. This allows a pay-peruse pricing model
to be used, whereby the user only pays for the time he actually
uses the equipment. It also allows the user to be provided with
additional financial and warranty services



Market Place

A digital marketplace coordinates supply and
demand to facilitate transactions (two-sided
market).

We can distinguish between open and closed
marketplaces.

Open marketplaces are open to all service
providers, whilst closed marketplaces are
subject to a pre-selection of suppliers by the
marketplace provider – in some cases, the
provider might even be the only supplier on the
platform.

Marketplace providers offer
information and search functions,
service provision, invoicing and
assessment mechanisms.

They provide these by themselves
or via an external
service provider. Access to and use
of the services is subject
to a fee



Closed Marketplace value network



Closed Marketplace value network



“Once again, it was an impressive
selection and a difficult choice,” said
jury member Stephan Tromp, deputy
Chief Executive Director of HDE, the
German Retail Association.

He was impressed by the versatility,
innovative spirit, and customer focus
of the shops that were nominated.

The jury was really impressed by
Protiq Marketplace, the platform
operated by the 3D printing specialist
from Ostwestfalen-Lippe, which
earned Protiq first place in the
category for “Most innovative
business model”. A total of 215
online shops competed for the
awards this year.





Example IIoT Plattform Industrie 4.0
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